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Chapter Two --YOUR DREAM AGAINST

THE COLD DOLLAR

Fimncing your new home is, generauy speaking, felt to be the
most difficult, or perhaps the least pleasant step in realizing the kind
of house in which your family wants to live. Actually it is not the most
difficult for the homebuilder if he is able to assess his own financial
situation carefully, if he apprehends the facts about his new home through out, and if , in cooperation with the bank or mortgage plan agency he
chooses, he works out a complete plan of payment and staLys with it.

Financing is the first of a number of preliminary contacts with
civic officials that requires of you a thorough knowledge Of the house
you want. You must be sincerely convinced that the house you have
chosen is the one you want to build, and you must be prepared to explain why, at every point along the way. It takes patience, poise and

dete rmimtion .
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The best (and certainly the most practical) way of doing a safe
and good job of preliminary financing is to acquaint yourself so completely with all the details of the transaction that your interest as well
as your concern is stimulated. This does
not mean you canbecome your own lawyer
overnight, or even in a few months. It
does mean that you should know exactly
what bank officials , what building inspectors and what a lawyer can do for you.
Confine your inquiries and transactions to
the sphere in which these men are trained
to help you.
These basic attitudes and a conviction about the house you plan to build will
aid you enormously and will save a vast
aLmount of time , hastening the daywhen you
can actually watch your walls move into
position --pe rhaps you will be in dungarees
raising them yourself .
ZiH

The experience of others may help you. In theBoston area Techbuilt has discovered that a surprising number of people with the initiative, who are in a position to tackle the building and to plan the financing
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of their new home, have never been inside
a bank except to cash a check orarrange a
savings account. Often, Techbuilt realizes ,
a client comes into the bank to take out a
mortgage with no idea what it is all,about.
He actually may never have come in there
before. This not extraordinary.
He knows he wants the house, and the
house costs so and so much money. Generally speaking, the bank is able to finance

the total investment, an investment meaning the purchased house and lot together.

If the client is building a S12, 000 house on
a $3, 0001ot, the totalinvestment, a phrase
you will hear often, comes very simply to
S15, 000, an average for a Techbuilder.
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Take this totalas an example. Yours
will be more or less, depending on the exact house plan you choose, and the price of
your lot. A total investment is the amount
on which you can seek a mortgagefromany
of a number of lending institutions. In Massachusetts, for instance, it
is particularly easy to get a mortgage from a savings bank. A savings
bank can give you several kinds of mortgages.
1. The Veteran's Approved Mortgage. The Veteran's Approved
Mortgage will, in usual cases , give you a mortgage of any amount, that
is up to 100%, if upon examination they are so inclined. In this case
that would mean a payment in cash of $15, 000 by the bank with the Veteran's approvedmortgage guarantee. Then your monthly payments be.gin, depending upon the kind of mortgage you receive and for how long
a time those payments are stretched over.

It is more usual on a V.A. Approved (guaranteed) mortgage for
them to require you to make a down payment of 5% or up to 10% of the
total investment. In other words, withthev.A. approval the bank pays
90% or 95% of the total investmentand youmake an immediate cash payment of the rest.

Eii

They caLngive youdifferentterms of mortgage payment, on a 20-,
25-, or even a 30-year basis. These terms are only onGovernment approved mortgages. The V.A. appraises the house on thelot andin their
opinion they find it is a sound S15, 000 package with good reslae value.
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When they approve, they guarantee the mortgage through your savings
bank, so the bank, in effect, has little risk.
The average V.A. mortgage is for 907o or 957o of the total with interest at 41/2% to be paid by you in monthly installments along with a
portion of the principal over a period of 20 years.
As of the present
date (see the accompany Payment Schedule included here), each payment Of this kind comes to $6 . 33 per $1, 000 worth of mortgaLge.

MONTHLY PAYMENT
Based on $1, 000 mortgage at 4 I/27o for Principal & Interest
20 year
25 year
30 year

$6.33
$5.56
$5.07

With this as a guide, get out your pencil!

Examining a Payment Schedule will make clear that monthly payments are variable, depending on the length of payment of your mort @iii

gage.
Under the V.A. , then, your immediate payment is 10%, 57o or
nothing down depending on your individual credit, and the policy of the
V.A. at the date you seek the mortgage.

A Federal Housing Administration (F.H.A. ) approved mortgage
works much the same way, once the building has been governmentapproved. It goes without saying that only a veteran can apply for a
V.A. loan.

2. Local Savings Bank Mortgage. If youseek anormalloanfrom
one of yourlocal savings banks, withthe same $15, 000 total investment
in mind, providing your credit is good, the savings bank will probably
offer you an 807o (Boston, May I, 1954) loan on a total up to, but not
over, $15, 000. Anything over that, you will generally find, you can get
only a 75% mortgage. You will need the balance in cash.
AMOUNT OF MORTCIAGE

Finance Available Based Upon Total Investment: Land
V.A.

F.H.A.
EiiE

House:

90% -95% -100%

80%

Conventional (in Boston, Mass. as of May 1, 1954)
80% of $15,000investment = $12,000 mortgage
75% of investment if over $15, 000 total.

The Boston figure, 80%, is understood to be the maximum conventional figure available. In other localities the percentage of
your total investment will probably be somewhat less .

Eii
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Techbuilt, Inc. has found savings ba.nks inMassachusetts who are
desirous of mortgages on Techbuilt houses. They see theworth of these
houses. However, not all banks are up with the times in this respect.
Some do not want modern house mortgages .

If you encounter such a savings bank situation, it will be upto you,
with whatever aid Techbuilt can offer you, to convince your bankers of
the worth of the house andthe value of the investment. Bankers , believe
it or not, are human beings. Prejudice and personal preference enters
into their operationthe same as it does into others. Approach it naturally and do not be discouraLged if atfirstyouencounter some resistance.
Techbuilt houses have been proven sound in other localities.
I LOANSJ

---\\1
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Techbuilt stands ready to helpyou to the extent it can inthis res pect by furnishing you with photostatic copies of contracts it has made
with banks it deals with.
Techbuilt is also willing to correspond with
you on this and on other problems and snags, for Techbuilt believes
that certainly in the coming months the Techbuilt house will become
easier to finance as it continues to gain national recognition.

For example, recent legislation extends the payment period established by banking law.
For those interested in Techbuilt housing,
the purchase of this Manual or the filing Of your address with Techbuilt,
Inc. , 55 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass. , will supply you with new
supplements to this informationas the situation changes and advances .
Construction Loan.

1,iiE

Whether the loan.is V.A. , F.H.A. or a conventional type loan,
it should be a construction loan so that you can get the money periodically as the construction begins.
Some lending agencies, chiefly insurance companies, will take a mortga.ge only after the house is com-
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pleted. In such a case you will have todo the financing of the construction part of the house yourself . Some builders are able to do this --not
very many.
The Bank's Rule of Thumb.

A good rule of thumb most banks provide in figuring how much a
Techbuyer can afford toput into a new house is worked out on the basis
of your take-home pay each month.
The principle plus interest plus
taxes on your house and land (that is the monthly payment and taxes on
your total investment) , should not exceed one -quarter of the monthly in come. In other words your monthly mortgage payment plus the taxes
should be about one week's salary: the total investment should not exceedthree or four times the Techbuyer's yearlywage . In complex situa tions, advice only from experience as to what people can carry more
or less easily can decide the total amount of money they should spend.

Note on Loan Approval for Techbuilt.

^,

F.H.A. , or federal approval, does not actually approve a sys
te-or type o£ construction. F.H.A. accepts a construction as being
permissable, or more exactly, F.H.A. puts information in the hands
of local offices to enable those local offices to accept, if other factors
beyond the construction itself are in line.

What does this mean to the home owner? It means a home owner
can get more money on a mortgage, make a smaller down paymentif
the V.A. or the F.H.A. will insure a bank's money.
The V.'A. perhaps helps more and its approval is easier to obtain.
The F.H.A. helps the speculative builder particularly, that is
the builder who builds in advance of having owners for the house.
Techbuilt, Inc. is building in the Boston area today under V.A.
approval. F.H.A. approval is expected in the near future.

Builder and/or Buyer Made?

Eiil

If a builder is going to do the construction for the buyer and there
is a construction loan under consideration, a bank is going to be concerned with the credit and the ability of the builder as well. If you, as
buyer, are going to construct or even help construct the house yourself, then of course, the bank is vitally concerned with your qualifications and stamina. Mr. MacGiehan entitles a chapter of his book on
financing a house, ''How to Put on Your Best Suit, and Still Keep Your

EiEl
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Hands Rough." If you are going into a bank to mortgage your house
yourself , this is a suggestive title.
The bank is always far enough behind the builder to protect its interests.
If the construction loan, even when there
is a builder for everything, is in the name
of the owner, the bank will still be primarily interested in the owner's ability
to continue payments on the mortgage.

The owner then should be warned
to assess his own ca.pacity.

Don't bite

off more than you can chew when going
to the bank o r when looking ove r the plans .

Zzii=,

To some extent, anyway, you need a builder.
Few will be prepared to build a house completely for themselves. You will need some
assistance, a few sub-contractors at least to do the particular jobs you
are not equipped to do or are unable to do because of existing laws.
Plumbing, for example, must be done by alicensed plumber. The same
is generally true of electric wiring and heating.
These are the alternatives open to you:

1. A buyer may set out to build his house for himself with the
help of only subcontractors .
2. A buyer may take the Techbuilt plans to a good builder who
understands the plans and who will give him a figure to do so much work,
they enter into an agreement about how much.

3. The buyer contacts a franchised Techbuilt builder who already has the houses priced for his area and who tells him how much
he is going to get for his money. The builder thenassumes most of the
responsibility for the construction.
In situations one and two, where there is no authorized Techbuilt
builder, we strongly recommend the buyer to get a reputable builder.
Certainly, even if he intends doing the work himself, it would be well
for him, if he can, to get a price from a builder so that he will know,
professionally, what he is working with.
`EziEIl

In situationthree, the Techbuiltbuilder has been selected because
he will handle all the details; he will even help you find a bank to go to
and will take all the necessary steps.

n
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You musthaveprices before ou begin. Techbuiltprovides everything you need to know to go to a builder and get the prices other than
the inforlnationon a specific lot. Techbuilt willprepare a site-plan for
you if you provide us with information on the lot you have in mind.
So you may go to your builder with the plot plan. He will have
his plan, his specifications, his build-materials, and our prices in
most areas at least (certainly in the New York, Detroit and St. Louis
areas and in the Boston area, and presently in other areas from time
to time). On a package of the house, and we will tell you what that
package includes later on, the builder has a relatively simple job in
pricing, even if he is completely unfamiliar with a Techbuilt house.
Techbuilt can make a rough estimate by taking our prices and applying his labor to the Bureau of Labor Statistics: Index of Building C osts
Index of Building Costs.

The few pages of the index of relative building costs, labor and
materials, included here will give you a quick rule of thumb as to what

Eii

to lookfoi.

(See inserts)

Boston was rated the seventh most expensive city in the country
in these statistical studies for the cost of labor and material in building small construction. `Our prices here then should be, if anything,
higher than in many other parts of the country.

Techbuilt will informthe Techbuyer what the' figures are for
Boston, and will also tell you
what the franchised builder
closest to your own home town
has experienced. Some of our
first out-of -town franchised
builders did raise their eyebrows at the small size of our
figures.
When they returned
to us, after checking in their
own vicinity., they found that
with their own subcontract bids
their prices were close to those
we had presented from here .
\Ziil

Even at this date it is possible to say that in Detroit, Michigan,
the franchised builder in Birmingham is building within $500 of our
prices. He kept within the budget in everycategory except the heating,
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running over a little on that. The New York builder has given contract
prices within Sl, 000 of our figures for fashionable Westchester County
(a neighborhood where the names are spelled in special ways) --that's
only 57o over our figures .
The builder you choose must be basically sympathetic with the idea
aLnd he must go into this in enough detail really to analyze the costs.
We've found that before builders go into it they do not believe that the
prices are as reasonable as they are.
In Providence, R.I. the franchised builder is selling the houses
for exactlywhat we a.re selling them for; his marginis a little more because his overhead isn't as great as ours.
The Metropolitan, Comecticut builder seems to thinkhis prices will be a little higher than ours .

The First Try is Not Always the Best Bu

ZiiEI

Shop around. On the mortgage problem, you may find you canbuy
`a mortgage only at a dis count out -of -town which can make financing more
difficult in areas outside of heavily populated, wealthy cities such as
banking-wise New Yorkand Boston. You may not get yourmortgage the
first time you walk into a bank.

Youmay have to go tomore than one builder. It may happen, and
has, that the first builder you go to will tell you that the Techbuilthouse
cannot be done at the price. Don't be discouraged the first time if you
are told that what you aLsk is impossible. It can be done and it has .
Techbuilthas atest case in Nashua, N.H. that is being completed
with extensive custom-built finishing, and the house still costs only $9
a square foot.
You are the owner not only
when the house is completed, but
before it starts to go up. No matter who your dealer is, you must
put your own effort, ingenuity,
know-how, creativity, and the
dreams of cupboards, nooks and crannies
you've always wanted into the construction of yourhome as itmoves towardcompletion.
EiEI
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E±e__Buyer is Spearheading_.

You lnay find when your house is completed that your neighbor,
who has built his for $15 a square, isn't particularly anxious to have a
house which may be better designed, better built, and better plarmed,
and which has cost considerably less, suddenly standing across the
street or the fence from his own.
His house may become, thereby,
cpnsiderably harder to sell when it lowers the value of his property.
It is hard, in some cases, to pin down the hurdles that are erected, but Techbuilt has found that this is basically one of them.

Many communites no longer welcome new families with children
or new families that plan children, because they are not going to pay
their way as far as taxes are concerned. The new family may find,
over and over-again, that obstacles are put in the way of such young
families, because economically, it is felt, such families are a liability
to a town under present tax laws and so on.
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Your dream of a home --the kind youhave always wanted and can
now see for your family I-your persistance and patience, commonly
called guts, will carryyou through. In a veryreal sense you are working not only for yourself but for quality housing in every community
where someone wants a home such as yours will be. Each home successfully built makes the others easier.
Plans and Specifications .

Techbuilt provides complete plans and specifications with which
youmay goto a competent builder. It is importantto go over the "specs"
as soon as you receive them, certainly several times.
Do not expect
to under8tandthem onthe first reading --they are made to professional
standards for a professional job.
With the help of this guide which is
written with the "specs" in mind, you can come to a workable understanding of the exact construction of your home.
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None of the items in a Techbuilthouse are so unusual or rare that
they cannotbe changed for something else, if the particular item called
for is not available in your vicinity. On
the other hand you cannot change from one
type of window, for instance, without expecting it will ha.ve repe rcus s ions through
the building. Ourhouse is built ona fourfoot module andnot everytype of window
fits within that. As soon as you change a
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window, you may find you have changed the f rame of a window in order
to make it fit and keep the water out, etc.
You must be cautioned against making too many Changes. You
will not knowuntil you get into the actual construction what these changes
meaLn.

Techbuilt has arrived at the particular materials and methods it
presents to you out of 7 years of experience in prototypes of the Techb.uilt house plus two years of experience with this particular model.
Each chaLnge you make in these plans will effect the whole house.

The Buildin Permit and Zonin
Convince with Techbuilt !
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A building permit for a town means that the house and the location must be approved by the building inspector, and must meet the approval of the zoning board or planning board. Zoning regulations vary
from community to community. Your building inspector will be able to
inform you of the proper authorities to go to for the lot you settle upon.

Zoning means that in certain minimum sized lots, the set-back
must be within a specified distance f rom the street. Again each town
will vaLry.
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You care about your Techbuilt house or you would not have chosen
it. Consider that your house may be the first of its kind to be built in
the community your lot is a part of. Tberefore, it is only natural in
some cases you will be required to prove
to the building inspector that the Techbuilt
house you plan is safe, sturdy, fireproof,
economical, an asset to the community you
have chosen and that it will meet, sometimes in newways, the requirements it is
the building inspector'8 job to see fulfilled.
If he is not familiar with the type of design
you propose, it is up to you to convince him.
This may take persistence. It will certainly take a belief and as thorough afamiliarity
with the plans and their advantages as you
muster. It will not be enough to show him
this Manual. You will have to promote your
new home imaginativelyin terms of the community you wish to live in.
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You must be prepared to present the inspector with a structural
analysis of your Techbuilt home if necessary. Show him that you're
using standard materiaLls in just a little different way, but that you are
coming up with the same kind of strength aLs the authorized houses already standing in the community.

Should the building inspector tell you that your two-by-fours are
just not strong enougb to Support the weight Of the roof , you must bear
in mind that what he may actually means is something quite different:
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1.

You have too many children to pay an adequate tax;

2. The neighborsand thevoters inthe town reauyjust don't want
anymore houses in the town;
3. The owner of the Cape Cod cottage nextdoor may not like the
design of the Techbuilt house because it is new.

Just remember, shouldyou meet resistance that appears unjustifiable or unexplained to you, that your plans have not only been tested
in actual building and living, but have been passed by many colnmunities whose building requirements are as severe and as safe as any in
the country.
Place Well Before You Pay Out: Siting.
1g the Soil Good?

-

By test-pits or boring find the qualityand type of soil on your lot.
Discover what the soil conditions might be, whether you are going to
find clay, gravel, sand or rock. A test-pitis nothing but a hole you dig
in the ground with a spade. If you lock then at what you find, you can
easily see the condition of the loaLm (or topsoil). When it begins to get
gravelly, does it stay gravel or does it become solid rock? If it turns
to solid rock, you will want to get out a bigbar and 8tartprobingaround
to see where that rock ends.

r
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Techbuiltarchitectg have foundin their experience that £±±]r is apt
to be more expensive all around than rock in building a house. If clay
means you must put an elaborate Sub-soil drainage system around the
house, and/or the fact where cesspools are generally acceptable, clay
may mean that you have to go into the greater expense of a septic tank
with an elaborate field attached to it, then clay sub-soil may increase
the costs considerably.

Drainage .

Hitting clay in itself is no reason for leaving a lot and looking else where. Look at the surrounding contours of the ground and see whether
you carmot still get adequate run off; if you can put a tile drain around
the foundations and back through to the gravel , it will automatically lower
the water-table. Just so long as you lower it around the house and can
runit off to some lower area, a foundationof clay would stillbe acceptable .
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Your lawyer in going over your deed for the land will point out to
you whaLt the town or public drainageand other Casements might be and
whether or not it is good to have them on your property.
Orientation.

Tbere is amongarchitects a little speechknownas the "Back up to
a golf course routine." It is a warning merely, in selecting a lot, how
you avoid future encroachments, and how you check on your zoning so
that you do not have a gravel pit come next to your property. These
precautions insure the best investment of your money.
Certain specific aspects of orientation occur in the Techbuilt house
that do not occur in ordinary houses. They are intimately connected
with the nature of the house and its advantages over the more conventional
type Of housing.
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It is very important for instance which way, in general, the
gable ends of the hous e are pointed.
You should probably consider one
of the ove rhanging long s ide s of the
house generally facing west so that
in certain clirnates the walls will
be shaded. The big gable end, the
end with the most glass andwhose
first floor doors lead out on the
terrace should in most cases be
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pointed south, allowances being made for shifting that direction not more
than 90 degrees to the east 20 degrees to the west depending on the
specific nature of your lot. It is preferable to turn the large gable end
to the east rather than to the west.
View and neighborly privacy will
weigh heavily in this placement.
MaLny people ask, ''What size lot must we have?" as they plan to
go aLhead (combing the telephone directory).
Privacy calm be obta.ined

in many ways.
It can exist on a big lot, on a smaller lot with woods,
or it can be on a very srnall lotwith the south end on the edge of a sheer
cliff or fronting on a pond.
Most often on a small lot, however, you
must achieve privacy by fencing, by the proper placing of your garage,
or by using courtyard effects .
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Techbuilt does supply you with a plot plan as part of your purchase of the Techbuilt Service (Architectural Service specifications).
The question of orientation is one that requires much thought, and the
advice and knowledge of experts. You may considerthat your money is
well spent if you have gotten the best possible placement of your house
on your lot. Much technical knowledgeandexperience has gone into the
individual planning of your house.
A poorly sited palace, it has been
pointed out, is worse than a properly sited tent.
The site plan is an economy well spent.
A Necessary Expense: Enter the Law

A lawyer to search your deed, to go over your contracts and arrangements, is absolutely necessary. A lawyer is expensive, but you
cannot put through a projectas important as purchasing land and building on it without just such a professional gentlemen. You should al low for this expense early in your budget. A lawyer can settle trivial
problems at this point that can cause untold unhappiness to you and to
your neighbors later .
The final check on your deed is the financing institution.
They
will have their own lawyer look at the deed; that is, their lawyers will
search the title and see that it is clear, but you cannot expect these
institutions to tell you what a drainage easement means or what it
might cost you later on.
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You are ready to start.
Youhave checked the design, bought
the lot, arranged your finances, situated your house and surveyed the
land, received and accepted the bids. Good luck. Youarenowon your
own territory.
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